
Part No. 823

Alpha Advanced E0143, E0154 & D12220 $964.00
Alpha Basic                E0156 D12230 $964.00

Step-Up Manual D1521677 $1,741.00

Step-Up Hydraulic D1521678 $2,007.00

FuturaTall D12076T

Retail

call for availability

Dolomite Walkers for Rehab 2023 Retail

275 lbs

275 lbs

Cap.Color

Sapphire Blue

Sapphire Blue

330 lbs

330 lbs

330 lbs

Champagne

Champagne

Black-Grey

Walker Accessories
Fits Model
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Part Number RetailDescription

Anatomical handles, pair   D12509 $37.00

Brake booster, extra braking force   D12651 $62.00

One hand brake - order Left or Right  D12505L or R $99.00

One hand brake, Symphony order Left or Right D12507L or R $103.00

One hand brake, Alpha Advanced  D12515 $379.00

One hand brake, Alpha Basic, order Left or Right  D12514L or R $379.00

Bag,black cloth fits under seat   D12523 $78.00

Basket, as replacement   D12530 $53.00

Tray, smoked acrylic STD  D12533 $34.00

Oxygen tank holder (replaces basket)   D12682 $107.00

Cane holder   D12606 $34.00

Slow down brake for DABSII brake, pair   D13041 $142.00

Seat pad fits up to 17" wide seats   P12519 $32.00

Backstrap pad, slides onto strap, ea   P12514 $22.00

Wheel guard, wheel fenders, pair    D12544 $108.00

Alpha Platform Support, replaces arm pads  D13018 $396.00

Basket attaches to top of platform support   D1531390 $125.00

Tray, fits on basket purchased separately   D1531391 $47.00

Elbow stop, pair, mounts on armrest   D1531448 $231.00

  D1531408 $131.00

  D1537656 $413.00

  D1539513 $125.00

  D1531450 $467.00

Oxygen tank holder w/bracket   D1531406 $141.00

IV holder, pole mounts to column support   D1531407 $426.00

Stand Assist w/platform,knee sprt,harness   D1531449 $978.00

Standing plate only   D1535330 $537.00

Ball grips, pair   D1539515 $125.00

Sling   D1536846 $197.00

4" casters, each, to lower Step Up frame   D1536047 $144.00

Curb climber for Soprano/Melody   D12563 $31.00

Installation of any accessory. Not all accessories can be attached and ship in original walker box. $16.00

Hand brake kit, attaches to hand grips

One hand brake, right

One hand brake, left

Swivel caster with directional brake, each
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